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ToF-AMS Software Overview
• Data acquisition software

– Pete DeCarlo, 2004-05
– Joel Kimmel, 2005-06

• Now joint employee, 2/3 Colorado, 1/3 ARI

• Strategic issues
– Till now: getting to a stable version with practical features

• Trying to figure out releasing and testing strategies
– Current bottleneck is data transfer from Acqiris card to 

memory
• Data taken: 109 pts / sec
• Max Transfer rate thru PCI bus: 0.1 * 109 pts / sec

– Really achieve 1/3 of that
• Solution: “peak picture mode”

– Compress data in board, so transfer 1/20 of current
– Already implemented by Tofwerk

– 2 GHz sampling: better high resolution fitting @ low m/z
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ToF-AMS Analysis
• TADA

– Silke & Frank, uses ITX
– Still works, can be useful to double-check

• Squirrel
– James, Jonny, Ed, & Donna
– Based on HDF5 data

• Keep saving both ITX and HDF5?
– Yes for at least one year

High Resolution Analysis
• Easy to do in crude way, hard to do rigorously

– But important for small peaks, nitrogen, higher m/z etc.
• Pete & Allison: stand-alone analysis

– Had to deal with data loading, management issues
– Clunky, stopped working to wait for Squirrel

• Squirrel has taken longer than expected
– Greatly sped up when Donna joined
– Still priority has been getting “unit-resolution squirrel” 

useful and debugged
• Recently: 

– Donna adapted HR code from Pete & Allison into 
Squirrel

– Not finished or debugged
– Release early next Spring (March?)

• Meeting in Boulder? (May or may not be overkill)
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Assorted Issues
• Frag list issues

– 18 & 28 from organics, (31), (30+46)
– User responsibility to adapt to specific experiment

• RIE issues
– Hydrocarbons, HOA

• Quantification issues
– Errors get folded into CE

• In lots of our experiments
– Initially weird values of CE
– Check everything, compare
– Finally CE that agrees with chemical rules

• ~0.5
• Except if very acidic, very humid, high NH4NO3, liquid, fresh combustion 

exhaust (lubricating oil, etc.)

• We are trying to implement an easier system in Squirrel
– But detailed analysis of calibrations and intercomparisons is essential!

Excerpts from a Recent Review
• … the apparent lack of such [consideration of the uncertainties] in 

observations made with the AMS instrument (and indeed, with many other 
methods for determining atmospheric chemical composition from 
aircraft).

• To be clear: the AMS is an instrument that is relatively new (about a 
decade old) and which has sometimes been applied and its data 
interpreted without adequate consideration of the sources of uncertainty 
or the compromises in sampling that its use entails.

• The AMS is a commercially available instrument that is sometimes
purchased and used almost as a turn-key operation, and for which there 
may be some marketing forces at work.

• In fairness, in some papers, there has been thorough, clear, and objective 
discussion of the uncertainties and correction factors that are applied to 
specific AMS instruments in specific circumstances.

• However, to my knowledge, there has been no blind, rigorous 
intercomparison of AMS observations with other, more established
techniques, or against an unknown (except to a referee) aerosol standard, 
using a statistically rigorous protocol.

• O.k., I'm done with the lecture.

The outside community perceives us as a group


